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MINISTER'S MINUTE

Normally during this month, we would be gearing up to approve the nominating

committee’s report and the purposed budget for the next year; but as with

everything else, COVID has delayed us and has altered the normal

procedures.  After our July meeting, Joel Jewel and I discussed our options for

the committee’s and both felt, “What’s the point”. 

But as we prayed and planned, we both agreed that we needed to look at this with

more optimism and to plan for a better future.  Yes, for right now there isn’t much

going on, but in 3-6 months, who knows, we may be able to offer meals to hurting

families, able to celebrate as a church family through social events, and almost

forget all that we had been through this past year. 

Still mindful of the seriousness this virus contains, please do not read this as if we

are expecting these things to happen.  What we are saying is that we need to be

prepared when this day comes.  So, with that, this newsletter serves as an

explanation and as a vehicle from which to share our plans as we move forward. 

We have asked those who have agreed to serve on the nominating and budget

committees to act in an unofficial capacity, so that after the Sep. 13th called

business meeting, some of the preliminary work will have been completed.  Our

hopes then will be to have finalized our nominations and completed a projected

budget for the business meeting on Oct 11th.  Since the nominations or budget

cannot be voted on during a regular business meeting, we will have two different

business meetings simultaneously on that day for your convenience. 

This is different and may cause some to question; however, we have consulted the

by-laws and feel that we are still within the scope by not including the special

meeting with a regular business meeting.  And yes, there are budgetary items that

are outside the approved budget, so during the special meeting on Sep. 13th, we

will ask that the 2020 budget be extended for another two weeks in order that we

can continue operating as a church and able to do ministry.

After conversations with colleagues, many are reluctantly looking at this task as

“No one is going to commit to serving the church with all that is going on”, but I

am asking each of you to look at this as an opportunity.  Having discussed this

during The Rebuild sermon series over Nehemiah, we need more than the 20%

that usually serves in order to make lasting change that is Christ-centered and

Gospel-focused. 
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At this time there are no plans of change; but as a result of the Nehemiah series,

the church has responded. Many of you feel that it is a good time to prayerfully

seek our options as a church, to make the necessary changes that will allow us to

be more open to everyone and be more intentional with the Gospel. 

While evaluating the ministry, if there are any change to our structure or process,

we will be forthcoming by presenting and documenting our discussions and plans

for adapting the ministry to include today’s conditions, while keeping the

community in mind. 

So we are asking each of you to join us in praying for the ministry of CBC, the

leaders as they plan and seek options for our ministry, and for all of us to seek the

role that we are called to have within CBC.  These are unprecedented times, and

we are working hard to be a safe and welcoming place from which anyone can

receive what God has planned for them through our ministry here at CBC. 

Blessings, 

Pastor Shawn
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Celebrate September BirthdAYS

Sept 01     Tiffany Lay

Sept 04     Cozy Williams

Sept 10     Dawn Suter

Sept 11     Carol Ann Hunter

Sept 13     Lloyd Mullins

Sept 19     Ethan Horn

Sept 21     JerraBeth Sharp

Sept 23     Jennifer Benham

Sept 23     Sephanie Mobley

Sept 23     Jerry Sharp

Sept 24     Asher Wright

Sept 27     Johnny Doll

Sept 28     Billy Jo Jones

Celebrate September Anniversaries

Sept 16     Joseph and Jennifer Brown

Sept 20     Jerry and Micah Horn

Sept 23     Webb and Diane Suter

Deacons of September 

Sept 06     Billy Washburn

Sept 13     Jerry Horn

Sept 20     Joel Jewell

Sept 27     Keith Wagoner

Tithes and Offerings for the month of August

Benevolent                              $60.00

Backpack                                  $100.00

Local                                          $300.00

Youth                                         $150.00

Maintenance                           $50.00

General                                     $11, 278.00

Total                                          $11,938.00
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MUSIC MOMENT

Are Instruments In Worship Sinful? 
The topic of this month’s Music Moment was sparked by a conversation that I had with a person

who dogmatically believed that the use of musical instruments during a worship service to be

sinful. In fact, anything other than A Capella voices dishonors God and His church. As Christains,

we must filter everything we see, hear, read, and even say through a biblical lens. We do that by

comparing everything to what the Bible says. (Prov. 2:1-5), (Rom.12:2), (Col.2:8), (1 Jn.4:1). 

The Bible is our all-sufficient, infallible, inspired, sole rule of faith. We must stand on God’s

Word to discern every situation in life. After being presented with this perspective, I went to

Scripture and combed the multitude of verses throughout the Old Testament on musical

instruments not only performed, but commanded during worship. It is well documented that

music was a crucial part of Hebrew culture. What seems to be the pivotal issue in this thinking is

that the New Testament does not contain the musical language that the Old Testament does.

(Ex.15:20-21), (2 Sam.6:5), (Ps.33:2), (Ps.68:25), (Ps.150), (1 Chr.15:16), (2 Chr.29:25-28). 

It’s at this point we must use basic principles of Scripture interpretation bathed in careful

discernment, “rightly dividing the word of truth" (2 Tim 2:15). We know by God’s proclamation in

Malachi 3:6 that He does not change. Also the whole law has been fulfilled by Jesus Christ who

once for all as the sinless propitiation of sin, died upon the cross and resurrected from the dead

to give all who will believe salvation. (Mt.5:17), (Rom.6:10). These are two crucial truths that we

must keep in the forefront of our thinking when handling biblical regulations where Scripture

is blatantly silent. We cannot add laws where God does not, nor must we ever assume upon a

questionable action that is categorized in Scripture as sin. (Ex. Sexual immorality.)  

If the LORD at some point during the four hundred years between the Testaments, changed His

mind on the use of musical instruments in the act of worship, we would know. Just because a

practice is not specifically mentioned or modeled in the New Testament does not mean that it is

a forbidden behavior for Christians. Christians are free to engage in any activity that does not

contradict Scripture. We should approach everything with a prayerful consideration, mindful of

the side effects of the activity. It's a blessed freedom for the church to under the headship of

Christ, worship God in various ways. It’s not the inanimate instrument that is sinful, it's the

person behind the instrument that is. There is much more I can say on this topic and I encourage

further conversation with me but I will conclude with the statement that

instrumentation accompanying the lyrics of a God magnifying, biblical based song or performed

solo with a God centered objective is in no way sinful but a wonderful gift of God for us to enjoy

and enrich our special time with Him. 

Music Minister, 

Billy Washburn
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Remember in Prayer
FULL LIST FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST 2020

Aleigha Hancock – leukemia 

Kim Harper

Veronica Houser – cancer

Lois James

Virginia Melvin

Jean Orem

Teresa Rucker

Harry & Terry Summerville – cancer (The

Isaacs)

Ron West – lung cancer (The Isaacs)

Moe Raiser - cancer

Carmen S. – breast cancer

Tara Stenberg - Multiple Sclerosis

Greg Brinley – mental health issues

Daana Robb – cancer is back

Bryan Morris – recovering from stroke (Susan 

     Mullins’ nephew)

Rosa Ellis – brain bleed

Lucy Forbes – heart and lungs (Jerry Brent’s 

     sister)

Ilene Morgan – open heart surgery

Thomas Howard – dialysis

Emma Noe – car accident 

Kim and Jeff Long – car accident (Bobby

Wilson)  

Larry Kinser

Doug Jones

Sharron Finney – breast cancer

Ainslie Stark – surgery to remove brain tumor 

     (Sarah Golden’s student)

Kathy Lyons – lung cancer

Ryan (Dannie Williams’ son law) – job stresses

Emma (Dannie Williams’ niece) – struggling

with 

     dad leaving

Jason Johnson – alcoholism  

Owen Coombs – stage 4 cancer

Mandy Coffman – breast cancer surgery

Donna Smith

Stacy Luke

Doris Purdom

Debbie Sloan - recovering

Jerry Louden

Harold Wright

Courtney Henry - radiation fro brain tumor

Joy Dudley - cancer treatments

Donna Hardesty - cancer

Sophia Foree - cancer

Mary Helen Simpson - health issues

Family of John Roberts

Donald Wainscott

Frank Goodloe Jr. - stroke

Family of Ronnie Chilton

Family of Ralph Chilton

Mike Yount - cancer

Allison Hardmon - loss of baby

Barbara Suter - Frazier rehab 

Family of Ann Berry

Nursing Homes & other: 

Twin Oaks
Anne Hall 

Nevada Nursing Home      

Martha Johnson (Barbara Harvey’s mom)    

Arbor Terrace Assisted Living  

Minnie Chilton             

Elmcroft Assisted Living - Carrollton  

Sue Jones 

Providence Nursing & Rehab     

Betty Peyton      

Mary Baxter      

Kenneth Jones

Alfred Beach – Nursing home

Mary Couch – Nursing home

Charlie Hornback – Indian Creek Rehabilitation 

     Center in Indiana   

Military Service:

Seth Amiott

Matthew Sharp 

Missionaries:

Jeff & Rachel G. – Asia

Adam and Courtney Walker – Bosnia 

Jackie and Van Ingram - Germany  

Local Churches: 

Sept 06 – CUMC

Sept 13 – CCC

Sept 20 – C Apostolic

Sept 27 – Bethlehem

Focused Prayer: 

Sept 06 – Outreach

Sept 13 – Evangelism

Sept 20 – Church Members/Shut-ins 

Sept 27 – Sunday School Ministry


